Alex Ships Equipment Pte Ltd

Our Mission
We strive to become the most competitive pumps supplier globally, with complete customer satisfaction.

Our Goals
- Supplier's Ready to ship out in 2 working days
- We also stock numerous of engine room pumps
- We also stock 6 pumps to our pool customers
- Incorporation in Singapore since 2003, our strength

For sales inquiries: sales@alex.com.sg
For pump inquiries: pumps@alex.com.sg
Phone: +65 6293 8680
Fax: +65 6293 8396
Heat Exchanger Plates & Gaskets
Alfa Laval
APV

Mechanical Seals
Single component seal
Bellow Seal
Cartridge Seal
Conversion from Gland Packing to Mech. Seal
Conversion from single seal to double seal.

Electrical Motors
IEC Standard Motor
JIS Standard Motor
Nema Standard Motor

Customize Jobs
Machining / reconditioning of shaft
Impeller castings

Pump Spares
Heishin
Ishii
Naniwa
Shinko
Talko Kikai
Teikoku
Sasakura
Shin Shin
Allweiler
Azcue
Desmi
Iron
Itur
IMO
Jurgoturbina
JMWB
Hamworthy
Svanehoj
Thune Eureka
Termomeccanica

Compressor Spares
Tanabe
Hamworthy
Sperre

Purifier Spares
Mitsubishi
Westfalia
Alfa Laval

Focusing on Customer Satisfaction
- Warranty our spares against manufacturing defects.
- Replacing of damage goods during transportation to vessel.

What else we do?
We are specialized in marine replacement pumps supply, and we kept a number of stocks in Singapore for various pump application such as fire, general service, ballast, seawater cooling, freshwater cooling, boiler feed, boiler circulation, fuel oil transfer, lub. oil transfer, sludge & sewage transfer.

In addition, our newly commissioned pump test bay ensured quality and specification met customer requirement.

Other products include oily water separator, sewage plant and purifier set.